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More storms for the weekend?
City ready with more sandbags,just in case
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50 percent chance of rain Feb. 6
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Lisa Koehn, assistant public utilities
director, said a steady stream of residentscame topick upsandbags,which
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Rain
flooding was caus~d by the volume of rain
coupled with wind-blown debris that clogged storm drains.
over to an incident command system and our officers knew
City crews worked quickly to clear the drains,Leonardo said.
it was possible they might be held over."
Although none of the precautions were needed for the
It seems like things went pretty smoothly,"said recent storms, the police, fire and city workers remain in a
Tanya Geren, spokesperson for the Clovis Fire Depart- state of readiness. "We're monitoring the weather and
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Clovis Police Chief Joe Maskovich said Clovis "defi- Creek overflowed.Fifteen fami I ies were evacuated from their
flooded homes and put up in a shelter established by the Red
in resi- Cross in the Clovis Senior Center.

nitely dodged the bullet on this one."
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Pup Creek didn't overflow this time, but flood control
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